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PSMPA: Patient Self-Controllable
and Multi-Level Privacy-Preserving
Cooperative Authentication in Distributed
m-Healthcare Cloud Computing System
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Abstract—Distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system significantly facilitates efficient patient treatment for medical consultation
by sharing personal health information among healthcare providers. However, it brings about the challenge of keeping both the data
confidentiality and patients’ identity privacy simultaneously. Many existing access control and anonymous authentication schemes
cannot be straightforwardly exploited. To solve the problem, in this paper, a novel authorized accessible privacy model (AAPM) is
established. Patients can authorize physicians by setting an access tree supporting flexible threshold predicates. Then, based on it, by
devising a new technique of attribute-based designated verifier signature, a patient self-controllable multi-level privacy-preserving
cooperative authentication scheme (PSMPA) realizing three levels of security and privacy requirement in distributed m-healthcare
cloud computing system is proposed. The directly authorized physicians, the indirectly authorized physicians and the unauthorized
persons in medical consultation can respectively decipher the personal health information and/or verify patients’ identities by satisfying
the access tree with their own attribute sets. Finally, the formal security proof and simulation results illustrate our scheme can resist
various kinds of attacks and far outperforms the previous ones in terms of computational, communication and storage overhead.
Index Terms—Authentication, access control, security and privacy, distributed cloud computing, m-healthcare system
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1

INTRODUCTION

D

m-healthcare cloud computing systems
have been increasingly adopted world wide including
the European Commission activities, the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and many
other governments for efficient and high-quality medical
treatment [1], [2], [3]. In m-healthcare social networks, the
personal health information is always shared among the
patients located in respective social communities suffering
from the same disease for mutual support, and across distributed healthcare providers (HPs) equipped with their
own cloud servers for medical consultant [28], [29]. However, it also brings about a series of challenges, especially
how to ensure the security and privacy of the patients’ personal health information from various attacks in the wireless communication channel such as eavesdropping and
tampering [5], [26].
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As to the security facet, one of the main issues is access
control of patients’ personal health information, namely it is
only the authorized physicians or institutions that can
recover the patients’ personal health information during the
data sharing in the distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system. In practice, most patients are concerned about
the confidentiality of their personal health information since
it is likely to make them in trouble for each kind of unauthorized collection and disclosure. Therefore, in distributed mhealthcare cloud computing systems, which part of the
patients’ personal health information should be shared and
which physicians their personal health information should
be shared with have become two intractable problems
demanding urgent solutions. There has emerged various
research results [8], [9], [10], [11], [15], [16], [18], [19] focusing
on them. A fine-grained distributed data access control
scheme [9] is proposed using the technique of attribute based
encryption (ABE). A rendezvous-based access control
method [10] provides access privilege if and only if the
patient and the physician meet in the physical world.
Recently, a patient-centric and fine-grained data access control in multi-owner settings is constructed for securing personal health records in cloud computing [30]. However, it
mainly focuses on the central cloud computing system which
is not sufficient for efficiently processing the increasing volume of personal health information in m-healthcare cloud
computing system. Moreover, it is not enough for [30] to only
guarantee the data confidentiality of the patient’s personal
health information in the honest-but-curious cloud server
model since the frequent communication between a patient
and a professional physician can lead the adversary to
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preliminaries required throughout the paper in Section 4.
Then, we establish a novel authorized accessible privacy
model and propose a patient self-controllable multi-level
privacy-preserving cooperative authentication scheme
respectively in Section 5 and Section 6. In Section 7, we give
the security proof and performance evaluations of the proposed scheme. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2

Fig. 1. Multiple security and privacy levels in m-Healthcare cloud computing system.

conclude that the patient is suffering from a specific disease
with a high probability. Unfortunately, the problem of how
to protect both the patients’ data confidentiality and identity
privacy in the distributed m-healthcare cloud computing scenario under the malicious model was left untouched.
In this paper, we consider simultaneously achieving data
confidentiality and identity privacy with high efficiency. As is
described in Fig. 1, in distributed m-healthcare cloud computing systems, all the members can be classified into three categories: the directly authorized physicians with green labels in
the local healthcare provider who are authorized by the
patients and can both access the patient’s personal health
information and verify the patient’s identity and the indirectly authorized physicians with yellow labels in the remote
healthcare providers who are authorized by the directly
authorized physicians for medical consultant or some
research purposes (i.e., since they are not authorized by the
patients, we use the term ‘indirectly authorized’ instead).
They can only access the personal health information, but not
the patient’s identity. For the unauthorized persons with red
labels, nothing could be obtained. By extending the techniques of attribute based access control [22] and designated verifier signatures (DVS) [21] on de-identified health information
[27], we realize three different levels of privacy-preserving
requirement mentioned above. The main contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows.
(1) A novel authorized accessible privacy model (AAPM)
for the multi-level privacy-preserving cooperative authentication is established to allow the patients to authorize corresponding privileges to different kinds of physicians located
in distributed healthcare providers by setting an access tree
supporting flexible threshold predicates.
(2) Based on AAPM, a patient self-controllable multilevel privacy-preserving cooperative authentication scheme
(PSMPA) in the distributed m-healthcare cloud computing
system is proposed, realizing three different levels of security and privacy requirement for the patients.
(3) The formal security proof and simulation results
show that our scheme far outperforms the previous constructions in terms of privacy-preserving capability, computational, communication and storage overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss
related work in the next section. In Section 3, the network
model of a distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system is illustrated. We provide some background and

RELATED WORK

There exist a series of constructions for authorized access
control of patients’ personal health information [8], [9], [10],
[11], [15], [16], [18], [19], [31], [32]. As we discussed in the
previous section, they mainly study the issue of data confidentiality in the central cloud computing architecture, while
leaving the challenging problem of realizing different security and privacy-preserving levels with respect to (w.r.t.)
kinds of physicians accessing distributed cloud servers
unsolved. On the other hand, anonymous identification
schemes are emerging by exploiting pseudonyms and other
privacy-preserving techniques [4], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14],
[17], [20], [23], [25]. Lin et. al. proposed SAGE achieving not
only the content-oriented privacy but also the contextual
privacy against a strong global adversary [12]. Sun et al.
proposed a solution to privacy and emergency responses
based on anonymous credential, pseudorandom number
generator and proof of knowledge [11], [13]. Lu et al. proposed a privacy-preserving authentication scheme in anonymous P2P systems based on Zero-Knowledge Proof [14].
However, the heavy computational overhead of ZeroKnowledge Proof makes it impractical when directly
applied to the distributed m-healthcare cloud computing
systems where the computational resource for patients is
constrained. Misic and Misic suggested patients have to
consent to treatment and be alerted every time when associated physicians access their records [31], [32]. Riedl et al.
presented a new architecture of pseudonymiaztion for protecting privacy in E-health (PIPE) [25]. Slamanig and Stingl
integrated pseudonymization of medical data, identity
management, obfuscation of metadata with anonymous
authentication to prevent disclosure attacks and statistical
analysis in [26] and suggested a secure mechanism guaranteeing anonymity and privacy in both the personal health
information transferring and storage at a central m-healthcare cloud server [7]. Schechter et al. proposed an anonymous authentication of membership in dynamic groups [6].
However, since the anonymous authentication mentioned
above [6], [7] are established based on public key infrastructure (PKI), the need of an online certificate authority (CA)
and one unique public key encryption for each symmetric
key k for data encryption at the portal of authorized physicians made the overhead of the construction grow linearly
with size of the group. Furthermore, the anonymity level
depends on the size of the anonymity set making the anonymous authentication impractical in specific surroundings
where the patients are sparsely distributed.
In this paper, the security and anonymity level of our
proposed construction is significantly enhanced by associating it to the underlying Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(GBDH) problem and the number of patients’ attributes to
deal with the privacy leakage in patient sparsely distributed
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Fig. 2. An basic architecture of the e-health system.

scenarios in [6], [7]. More significantly, without the knowledge of which physician in the healthcare provider is professional in treating his illness, the best way for the patient
is to encrypt his own PHI under a specified access policy
rather than assign each physician a secret key. As a result,
the authorized physicians whose attribute set satisfies the
access policy can recover the PHI and the access control
management also becomes more efficient.
Last but not least, it is noticed that our construction
essentially differs from the trivial combination of attribute
based encryption [22] and designated verifier signature
[21]. As the simulation results illustrate, we simultaneously
achieve the functionalities of both access control for personal health information and anonymous authentication
for patients with significantly less overhead than the trivial
combination of the two building blocks above. Therefore,
our PSMPA far outperforms the previous schemes [21],
[30] in efficiently realizing access control of patients’ personal health information and multi-level privacy-preserving cooperative authentication in distributed m-healthcare
cloud computing systems.

3

NETWORK MODEL

The basic e-healthcare system illustrated in Fig. 2 mainly
consists of three components: body area networks (BANs),
wireless transmission networks and the healthcare providers equipped with their own cloud servers [1], [2]. The
patient’s personal health information is securely transmitted to the healthcare provider for the authorized physicians
to access and perform medical treatment.
We further illustrate the unique characteristics of distributed m-healthcare cloud computing systems where all
the personal health information can be shared among
patients suffering from the same disease for mutual support or among the authorized physicians in distributed
healthcare providers and medical research institutions for
medical consultation. A typical architecture of a distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system is shown in
Fig. 3. There are three distributed healthcare providers
A; B; C and the medical research institution D, where Dr.
Brown, Dr. Black, Dr. Green and Prof. White are working
respectively. Each of them possesses its own cloud server.
It is assumed that patient P registers at hospital A, all
her/his personal health information is stored in hospital
A’s cloud server, and Dr. Brown is one of his directly
authorized physicians. For medical consultation or other
research purposes in cooperation with hospitals B; C and
medical research institution D, it is required for Dr.
Brown to generate three indistinguishable transcript

Fig. 3. An overview of our distributed m-healthcare cloud computing
system.

simulations of patient P ’s personal health information
and share them among the distributed cloud servers of
the hospitals B; C and medical research institution D.

4

PRELIMINARIES

(1) Bilinear Pairing. Let G0 , G1 be two cyclic multiplicative
groups generated by g with the same prime order p. Let
e : G0  G0 ! G1 be a bilinear mapping with the following
properties.
(1) Bilinearity: for all u; v 2 G0 and a; b 2 Zp , we have
eðua ; vb Þ ¼ eðu; vÞab .
(2) Non-degeneracy: eðg; gÞ 6¼ 1.
We say G0 is a bilinear group if the group operations in
G0 and the bilinear map e : G0  G0 ! G1 are both efficiently
computable. Notice that the map e is symmetric since
eðga ; gb Þ ¼ eðg; gÞab ¼ eðgb ; ga Þ.
The related complexity assumptions are as follows.
(2) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (BDHP). Given g as a
generator of G0 as well as ga ; gb ; gc for unknown randomly
chosen a; b; c 2 Zp , compute eðg; gÞabc .
(3) Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (DBDHP).
Given g as a generator of G0 as well as ga ; gb ; gc for unknown
randomly chosen a; b; c 2 Zp and h 2 G1 , decide whether
h ¼ eðg; gÞabc .
(4) Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (GBDHP). Given g
as a generator of G0 as well as ga ; gb ; gc for unknown randomly chosen a; b; c 2 Zp , compute eðg; gÞabc with the help of
the DBDH oracle.

5

AUTHORIZED ACCESSIBLE PRIVACY MODEL

In this section, we propose a novel authorized accessible
privacy model for distributed m-healthcare cloud computing systems which consists of the following two components: an attribute based designated verifier signature
scheme (ADVS) and the corresponding adversary model.

5.1 Attribute Based Designated Verifier Signature
Scheme
We propose a patient self-controllable and multi-level privacy-preserving cooperative authentication scheme based
on ADVS to realize three levels of security and privacy
requirement in distributed m-healthcare cloud computing
system which mainly consists of the following five algorithms: Setup, Key Extraction, Sign, Verify and Transcript Simulation Generation. Denote the universe of attributes as U.
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We say an attribute set v satisfies a specific access structure
A if and only if AðvÞ ¼ 1 where v is chosen from U. The
algorithms are defined as follows.
Setup. On input 1l , where l is the security parameter, this
algorithm outputs public parameters and y as the master
key for the central attribute authority.
Key Extract. Suppose that a physician requests an attribute set vD 2 U. The attribute authority computes skD for
him if he is eligible to be issued with skD for these attributes.
Sign. A deterministic algorithm that uses the patient’s
private key skP , the uniform public key pkD of the healthcare provider where the physicians work and a message m
to generate a signature s. That is, s
SignðskP ; pkD ; mÞ.
Verify. Assume a physician wants to verify a signature s
with an access structure A and possesses a subset of attributes vJ  vD satisfying AðvJ Þ ¼ 1, a deterministic verification algorithm can be operated. Upon obtaining a signature
s, he takes as input his attribute private key skD and the
patient’s public key pkP , then returns the message m and
True if the signature is correct, or ? otherwise. That is,
fTrue; ?g
VerifyðskD ; pkP ; m; sÞ.
Transcript Simulation Generation. We require that the
directly authorized physicians who hold the authorized private key skD can always produce identically distributed
transcripts indistinguishable from the original protocol via
the Transcript Simulation algorithm.
Due to the fact that the Transcript Simulation algorithm
can generate identically distributed transcripts indistinguishable from the original signature s, the patient’s identity can be well protected from the indirectly authorized
physicians for whom only the transcripts are delivered. In
addition to the main algorithms described above, we also
require the following properties.
Correctness. All signatures generated correctly by Sign
would pass verify operated by the directly authorized
physicians,
Pr½True

VerifyðskD ; pkP ; m; SignðskP ; pkD ; mÞÞ ¼ 1: (1)

5.2 Adversary Models
(1) Unforgeability. In an attribute based designated verifier
signature scheme, as to unforgeability, we mean that the
adversary wants to forge a signature w.r.t an unsatisfied
verifier’s specific access structure. The definition of unforgeability allows an adversary not to generate an effective signature with an access structure A for the verifiers if he has
not queried the private key for v or any superset of it such
that A ðv Þ ¼ 1, or he has not queried the signature on the
forged message m with an access structure A such that
A ðv Þ ¼ 1. We provide a formal definition of existential
unforgeability of PSMPA under a chosen message attack. It
is defined using the following game between an adversary
A and a simulator B .
Initial Phase. A chooses and outputs a challenge access
structure A that will be included in the forged signature.
Setup Phase. After receiving the challenge access structure
A , B selects a proper security parameter 1l , runs the Setup
algorithm to generate key pairs ðsk; pkÞ, sends pk and other
public parameters to the adversary A and remains the private key sk secretly.
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Query Phase. After receiving the public parameters, A
can operate a polynomially bounded number of queries on
vD and ðm; A Þ to the key extraction oracle and the signing
oracle between the patient and the corresponding physician
at most qk ; qs times respectively. B answers with skD and s
as the responses. As to the verifying queries, A can request
a signature verification on a pair ðm; sÞ between the patient
and the directly authorized physicians at most qv times. In
respond, B outputs True if it is correct, or ? otherwise.
Forgery Phase. Finally, the adversary A outputs a signature s  on messages m with respect to A which is the challenge access structure sent to B during the initial phase.
The forged signature must satisfy the following three
properties.
(1) A did not send queries of the attribute set vD  v
satisfying A ðvD Þ ¼ 1 to the key extraction oracle.
(2) ðm ; A Þ has not been queried to the signing oracle
between the patient P and the corresponding physician D.
(3) s  is a valid signature of the message m between the
patient P and the corresponding physician D.
Definition 1. Assume the probability of an adversary A to win
the game is SuccEFCMA
PSMPA;A ðt;qH

0

;qH1 ;qk ;qs ;qv Þ ðlÞ.

We say that

PSMPA is existentially unforgeable under a chosen message
attack if the probability of success of any polynomially bounded
adversary A running in time at most t and making at most
qH0 ; qH1 ; qk ; qs ; qv queries to the random oracle H 0 , H 1 , key
extraction oracle, signing oracle and the verifying oracle in the
game described above is negligible. Namely
SuccEFCMA
PSMPA;A ðt;qH

0

;qH1 ;qk ;qs ;qv Þ ðlÞ

 :

(2)

(2) Anonymity for the Patient. To guarantee a strong privacy for the patient, the signature reveals nothing about the
identity of the patient except the information explicitly
revealed. Its formal definition is described as follows.
Definition 2. A PSMPA scheme satisfies the property of
patient privacy if for any two attribute sets v0 ; v1 w.r.t.
identities ID0 ; ID1 , a message m and a signature s on
predicate A satisfying Aðv0 Þ ¼ Aðv1 Þ ¼ 1, any adversary
A , even with unbounded computational ability cannot
identify which attribute set is utilized to generate the signature with the probability better than random guessing.
Namely, A can only correctly output the identity generating the signature with probability no better than 12 even the
adversary A has access to the directly authorized physicians’ private keys.

6

PSMPA DESIGN

In this section, we give a design of the proposed PSMPA to
implement AAPM introduced previously, realizing three
different levels of security and privacy requirements. The
notations used in our scheme are illustrated in Table 1.
Setup. Let G0 be a bilinear group of prime order p and
g be a generator of G0 . Construct a bilinear map
e : G0  G0 ! G1 , where G1 is a group of the same order
p. Pick g1 2 G0 , y 2 Zp at random and compute g2 ¼ gy .
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polynomial qx ðÞ with threshold kx from 1 to dx
posed as follows:

TABLE 1
Notations in Our Scheme

J

1 is sup-

 

1; vx \ vx  kx ;
ðv
Þ
¼
x
kx ;vx
0;
otherwise:

(5)

To sign a message m with the verification predicate T ,
for the leaf node x in the access tree T , let the current
threshold required for the physician be kx . For the leaf node
polynomial qx ðÞ, the patient randomly selects a default subset c0x  cx with jc0x j ¼ dx kx and calculates BPi ¼ H0 ðiÞb
for i 2 vx [ c0x . Then, he can derive the corresponding keys
for authentication

Three cryptographically collision-resistant hash functions
are selected: H0 : f0; 1g ! G0 , H1 : f0; 1g ! Zp and
H2 : G1 ! f0; 1gkEnc where kEnc is the length of symmetric
key in the secure private key encryption construction
chosen by the patient. Then, define the attributes in universe U as elements in Zp . If qx ðÞ is a polynomial w.r.t.
leaf nodes, a default attribute set from Zp with the size
of dx 1 is given as cx ¼ fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; cdx 1 g in the access
tree. vD represents the set of attributes possessed by the
physician.
Key Extract. The patient’s private key is b 2 Zp and the
corresponding public key is B ¼ gb . Assume that the
patient’s registered local healthcare provider holds a uniform private key skHP ¼ hc shared by each physician
working in it and the corresponding public key is
pkHP ¼ ghc
1 . Let the attribute private key of the physician
be

q ðiÞ
skD ¼ ðg i ; di Þ ¼ ðg1 H0 ðiÞ x ; gqx ðiÞ Þi2vD [cx ;

(3)

and the public parameters be
ðp; g; e; G0 ; G1 ; H0 ; H1 ; H2 ; g1 ; g2 Þ:

(4)

vx is a set of required attributes the patient chooses for the
predicate which his expected directly authorized physicians
must satisfy.
Sign. The signing algorithm outputs a signature of the
patient’s personal health information m which can only be
recovered and verified by the directly authorized physicians
whose sets of attributes satisfy the access tree T . The
patient first chooses a polynomial qx ðÞ for each node x in T
of the degree Dx ¼ dx 1.
Starting with the root node R, the algorithm chooses a
random y 2 Zp and sets qR ð0Þ ¼ y. Then, it chooses dR 1
other points on the polynomial qR randomly to define it
completely. For any other node x, it sets qx ð0Þ ¼
qparentðxÞ ðindexðxÞÞ and chooses dx 1 other points randomly to completely define qx ðÞ. Specifically in detail, the
node predicate J kx ;vx ðÞ ! 0=1 towards each node

KEncp ¼ eðg1 ; g2 Þb ; KEnc ¼ H2 ðKEncp Þ;

(6)

KSig ¼ KEncp eðpkHP ; g2 Þ:

(7)

Finally, the patient randomly selects ri 2 Zp for each
i 2 vx [ c0x , makes gri ði 2 vx [ c0x Þ public and computes
the signature as follows:
s 0 ¼ H1 ðm k KSig Þ; C0 ¼ EpkHP ðB k BPi Þ;


C ¼ EKEnc ðmÞ; s 00i ¼ H0 ðiÞri i2v [c0 ; s 000 ¼ H0 ðmÞb ;
x

x

(8)

(9)

where EpkHP ðÞ; EKEnc ðÞ are secure public key and private
key encryptions chosen by the patient. After that, he can
output the signature s ¼ ðvx ; C0 ; C; s 0 ; s 00i ; s 000 Þ.
Verify. After receiving the signature s, the physicians
working in the patient’s registered local healthcare provider can first decipher B k BPi ¼ DskHP ðC0 Þ, where
DskHP ðÞ is the decryption algorithm of the public key
encryption. If the set of attributes possessed by the physician satisfies the access tree T , he can further operate
the verification by performing a recursive algorithm presented in the following.
For the leaf node x, to verify the signature with the
node predicate J kx ;vx ðÞ, namely to prove owning at least
kx attributes among an attribute set vx with the size of
nx , the physician first selects a subset vJ  vD \ vx of
the size kx , chooses r0i 2R Zp for each i 2 vx [ c0x and
computes
V0 ¼

Y

Di;v [c0 ð0Þ
J
x

i2vJ [c0x

V 000 ¼

gi

Y
i2vx [c0x

Y
i2vJ [c0x

V 0000 ¼

; V 00 ¼


Di;v [c0 ð0Þ
0
e BPi ; di J x gri ri ;

Y
i2vx nvJ


0
e BPi ; gri ri ;

0

ðs 00i Þri ;

(10)

(11)

(12)
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eðV 0 V 00 ; BÞ
V 000 V 0000
 qx ð0Þ Q
qx ðiÞDi;v [c0 ð0Þþri r0i b 
J
x
e g1
;g
i2vJ [c0x H0 ðiÞ

¼ Q

0
b qx ðiÞDi;vJ [c0 ð0Þþri ri 
x
e
H
ðiÞ
;
g
0
0
i2vJ [cx
Q
ri r0i b 
e
;g
vx nvJ H0 ðiÞ

Q
b ri r0 
i
i2vx nvJ e H0 ðiÞ ; g
 qx ð0Þ b 
¼ e g1 ; g ¼ eðg1 ; g2 Þb :

x
KDecp
¼

We now consider the recursive case when x is a non-leaf
node. The verification algorithm will proceed as follows.
For all nodes z that are children of x, it calls the same verification algorithm with respect to itself and stores the corresponding partial output as Fz . Let Sx be an arbitrary
kx -sized set of child nodes z such that Fz 6¼?. If no such set
exists, the node will not be satisfied and the function will
return ?. Then, the physicians can compute
Y


Di;S0 ð0Þ
x
b
Fz x ; gb
KDecp ¼ e Fx ; g ¼ e
z2Sx

ði ¼ indexðxÞ and S0x ¼ findexðzÞ : z 2 Sx gÞ
Y
qz ð0ÞDi;S0 ð0Þ
x
¼e
g1
; gb
z2Sx

Y
qparentðzÞ ðindexðzÞÞDi;S0 ð0Þ
x
¼e
g1
; gb
z2Sx

Y
qx ðiÞDi;S0 ð0Þ
x
¼e
g1
; gb
z2Sx

 q ð0Þ 
¼ e g1x ; gb :
Now, we have defined the verification function for each
node in the access tree T . By using the recursive algorithm
defined above, the physicians can complete verification by
simply calling the function on the root node R of the access
tree T . Finally, the directly-authorized physician computes
KDecp

 q ð0Þ 
¼ eðFR ; BÞ ¼ e g1R ; gb ¼ eðg1 ; g2 Þb ;

KDec ¼ H2 ðKDecp Þ; m ¼ DKDec ðCÞ;

(13)
(14)

and verifies whether both
eðg; s 000 Þ ¼ eðB; H0 ðmÞÞ;
H1 ðm k KDecp eðg1 ; g2 Þhc Þ ¼ H1 ðm k KSig Þ ¼ s 0 ;

(15)

hold, where DKDec ðÞ is the decryption algorithm for the private key encryption. If Equation (15) holds, the physician
outputs Ture; otherwise, outputs ?.
Transcript Simulation. When the medical consultation or
research is required, the directly authorized physician generates a protected session secret SSj which is unique to each
consultation j made for each patient (i.e., it is noted that the
protected session secrets are not frequently generated, since
the number of medical consultations required for each
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patient is very limited at most two-three times for especially
intractable cases). Then, he can generate the transcript simulations s T shared among indirectly-authorized physicians
by performing the following operations. First, he computes
H1 ðSSj Þ
T
T
T
KDecp
¼ KDecp
; KDec
¼ H2 ðKDecp
Þ to encrypt a specific
0
0
T
message m to CT and computes s T ¼ H1 ðm k KDecp
eðpkHP ;
0
T
g2 ÞÞ ¼ H1 ðm k KSig
Þ, where pkHP is the public key of the
hospital where the indirectly authorized physician works.
H ðSS Þ
Then, he computes BT ¼ BH1 ðSSj Þ ; BTPi ¼ BPi1 j and
encrypts them as C0T ¼ EpkHP 0 ðBT k BTPi Þ. Finally, he com000 H0 ðSSj Þ
putes s 000
and completes the transcript simulaT ¼ ðs Þ
tion as s T ¼ ðvx ; C0T ; CT ; s 0T ; s 00i ; s 000
T Þ.
Remark: In our proposed PSMPA, for directly authorized
physicians, performing the Verify algorithm allows them to
both decipher the patient’s identity B k BPi using the private
key of the patient’s registered local healthcare provider skHP
and recover the patient’s personal health information m
using the authorized attribute private key skD . (i.e.,
Although other physicians working in the patient’s registered HP can derive B k BPi , they cannot decipher the personal health information. Therefore, the unlinkability
between the patient identity and his personal health information can still be preserved). For indirectly authorized
physicians working in other hospitals or institutions, only
the identically distributed and indistinguishable transcript
s T is delivered (i.e., from which only the blinded identity
BT k BTPi randomized by the protected session secret SSj can
be derived) and they cannot get the patient’s authentic identity since they fail in recovering B k BPi from s without
skHP . For unauthorized persons (adversaries), nothing could
be obtained. It is also observed that for the latter two categories, different signatures generated by the same patient cannot even be linkable without knowing his real identity.

7

ANALYSIS

7.1 Security Proof
Theorem 1 (Unforgeability). Let A be a malicious adversary
with existential forgeability under chosen message attack
against our PSMPA scheme with a success probability defined
as SuccEFCMA
PSMPA;A ðt;qH0 ;qH1 ;qk ;qs ;qv Þ . In time t, he can make at most
qH0 ; qH1 queries to the random oracle H0 , H1 : f0; 1g ! Zp
(p 2l , l is the system’s security parameter), qk queries to the
key extraction oracle, qs queries to the signing oracle and qv
queries to the verification oracle. Then, provided that
EpkHP ; EKEnc ðÞ are secure public key and private key encryptions, there exists a simulator B who can use A to solve an
instance of the GBDH Problem with the probability:
SuccGBDH
B
Y
x2jXunsat

Cðdx
j

1
1; dx

kx Þ

SuccEFCMA
Sig;A

2l

qv
qH1

qs

:

Proof. Provided that EpkHP ; EKEnc ðÞ are secure public key
and private key encryptions, it is necessary for us to
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prove the remaining part of the construction secure
under the authorized accessible privacy model described
in Section 5. The construction can be proven secure in the
selective predicate model. Given a random instance
fg; ga ; gb ; gc g of the Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem,
we will show how the simulator B can use A to obtain
the value eðg; gÞabc with the help of DBDH oracle. Let the
default attribute set be cx ¼ fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; cdx 1 g for the
predefined integer dx . First, the adversary A outputs the
challenge predicate T  including a node challenge predicate, namely, a threshold function kx ðkx  dx Þ out of nx
element attribute set vx for each polynomial qx ðÞ. Then
B selects randomly a subset cx  cx with jcx j ¼ dx kx .
In the proof we regard the hash functions as the random
oracles H 0 and H 1 . B simulates all the oracles to answer
A ’s queries and maintains H 0 -list and H 1 -list to record
all the hash queries and the corresponding responses.
H 0 -list consists of the items ðs; l; hÞ, where s is the input
of the hash and h is the output of the hash. H 1 -list consists of the items ðm; r; s 0 ; tagÞ, where ðm; rÞ is the input
of the hash and s 0 is the output of the hash function.
tag ¼ 1 if t ¼ HP r abc , otherwise tag ¼ 0, which is
pk ¼eðg;gÞ
determined by DBDH oracle. We assume that A is wellbehaved in the sense that A will never repeat the same
queries in our simulation. B simulates the setup algorithm and sets g1 ¼ ga ; g2 ¼ gc ; B ¼ gb .
u
t
H 0 Queries. Upon receiving a query ðsi ; mi Þ ði 2 ½1; qH0 Þ to
H 0 , B simulates H 0 as follows.
(1) If there exists ðsi ; li ; l0i ; hi ; h0i Þ in H 0 -list, return hi to the
adversary A .
(2) Otherwise, if si 2 vx [ cx , B chooses li 2 Zp at
random and computes hi ¼ gli . Else, B chooses li 2 Zp at
random and computes hi ¼ gli =g1 . Then, B randomly selects
0
l0i 2 Zp , computes h0i ¼ gli and adds ðsi ; li ; l0i ; hi ; h0i Þ into
0
H 0 -list and returns hi ; hi as the answer.
H 1 Queries. B simulates H 1 as follows. For any query
ðmi ; ri Þði 2 ½1; qH1 Þ to H 1 , B submits ðga ; gb ; gc ; ti Þ to the
DBDH oracle and it will tell B whether ti ¼ eðg; gÞabc . Then,
there are following two cases for B to simulate H 1 oracle.
(1) If ti ¼ eðg; gÞabc , B checks H 1 -list
(1.1) If there exists an item ðmi ; ?; s 0i ; 1Þ in H 1 -list, B
returns s 0i as the answer. The items of this form in H 1 -list
can be added during the signing queries.
(1.2) Otherwise, B chooses s 0i 2R Zp such that there is no
item ð; ; s 0i ; Þ in H 1 -list. B then adds ðmi ; ti ; s 0i ; 1Þ into
H 1 -list and returns s 0i as the answer.
(2) Else if ti 6¼ eðg; gÞabc , B chooses s 0i 2R Zp such that
there is no item ð; ; s 0i ; Þ in H 1 -list. B then adds
ðmi ; ti ; s 0i ; 0Þ into H 1 -list and returns s 0i as the answer.
Key extraction queries. Suppose A adaptively makes a
request for the private key towards the challenge predicate
T  where T  ðvÞ ¼ 0. To simulate the private key, B needs
to assign a polynomial qx ðÞ of degree dx for each node x in
the access tree T  . Assume that the adversary A makes at
most qk private key extraction queries and the requesting
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set of attributes v satisfies jv \ vx j < kx for some polynomial qx ðÞ. Simulator B first defines three sets G; G0 ; S in the
following manner: G ¼ ðv \ vx Þ [ cx and G0 such that
G  G0  S and j G0 j ¼ dx 1. Let S ¼ G0 [ f0g.
For every si 2 G0 , simulator B runs H 0 oracle to get
ðsi ; li ; ; hi ; Þ in the H 0 -list, picks i 2 Zp at random, computes skDi ¼ ððg1 hi Þi ; gi Þ and let i ¼ qx ðsi Þ.
For the si 2 SnG0 , the simulator B runs H 0 oracle to get
ðsi ; li ; ; hi ; Þ in the H 0 -list, computes
skDi

0
Y
D ðs Þl
D
ðs Þ
¼@
ðg1 hi Þ sj ;S i j g2 0;S i i ;
sj 2G0

Y
sj 2G0

g

Dsj ;S ðsi Þj

1

(16)

D ðs Þ
g2 0;S i A;

and returns fskDi gi2v to the adversary A .
Now the simulator B defines i ¼ qx ðsi Þ for a random
polynomial qx ðÞ of degree dx 1 over Zp such that
qx ð0Þ ¼ c. In this way, from the view of adversary A , when
si 2 G0 the simulated skDi and those skDi in the real attack
are identically distributed. Even when si 62 G0 , the above
simulation is also correctly distributed. Since si 62 G0 means
si 62 G, we have g1 hi ¼ gli . Noting g2 ¼ gc , we have
 P
li ð
D
ðs Þq ðs ÞÞ
sj 2G0 sj ;S i x j
gD0;S ðsi Þli c ;
skDi ¼
g
 P
0 Ds ;S ðsi Þqx ðsj Þ
gD0;S ðsi Þc
g sj 2G j
 P
li ð
D
ðs Þq ðs ÞþD0;S ðsi Þqx ð0ÞÞ
sj 2G0 sj ;S i x j
¼ g
;
P
0 Ds ;S ðsi Þqx ðsj ÞþD0;S ðsi Þqx ð0Þ
g sj 2G j


¼ gli qx ðsi Þ ; gqx ðsi Þ


¼ ðg1 hi Þqx ðsi Þ ; gqx ðsi Þ


¼ ðg1 H0 ðsi ÞÞqx ðsi Þ ; gqx ðsi Þ :
Therefore, all the private keys fskDi gi2v[cx simulated by
B are distributed identically to the ones in the real attack.
Finally, the simulator B can construct the private keys for
the access tree T  and the distribution of the private keys
for T  is identical to that in the original scheme.
Signing queries. B simulates the signing oracle as follows.
After receiving A ’s choice of the message mi , B checks the
H 1 -list.
(1) If there is an item ðmi ; ti ; s 0i ; 1Þ in H 1 -list where
ti ¼ eðg; gÞabc , B outputs ðvx ; s 0i ; s 00ij ; s 000
i Þ as the signature,
where s 00ij ; s 000
i can be generated according to the answers
from running H 0 oracle for queries ðsj 2 vx [ cx ; mi Þ.
(2) Else, B chooses s 0i 2R Zp such that there is no item
ð; ; s 0i ; Þ in H 1 -list. B then adds ðmi ; ?; s 0i ; 1Þ into H 1 -list and
00
000
returns ðvx ; s 0i ; s 00ij ; s 000
i Þ as the signature, where s ij ; s i can be
generated the same as what is operated in the first case.
Verifying Queries. After receiving A ’s request ðmi ; s i Þ, B
simulates the verifying oracle as follows.
(1) If there is no item ð; ; s 0i ; Þ in H 1 -list, B simulates the
verification and rejects ðmi ; s 0i Þ as an invalid signature.
(2) Else if there is an item ð; ; s 0i ; Þ in H 1 -list, and
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(2.1) If this item has the form of ðmi ; ?; s 0i ; 1Þ or
ðmi ; ti ; s 0i ; 1Þ, B will accept it as a valid signature.
(2.2) Otherwise, B will reject it as an invalid signature.
0
This makes a difference only if ðmi ; s i Þ is a valid signa0
ture and s i is not queried from H 1 . Since H 1 is uniformly
distributed, for all verifying queries this case happens with
the probability less than 2l qqv q .
s
H1
Now, if the adversary A outputs a valid signature
ðm ; s  Þ such that Verifyðm ; s  ; skD ; BÞ ¼ 1, it means that
0
there is an item ð; ; s  ; Þ in H 1 -list. By the definition of the
EFCMA adversary model, m cannot be queried in the sign0
ing oracle, therefore s  must be returned as the hash value
 
of A ’s query ðm ; r Þ. That is to say there is an item
0
ðm ; t ; s  ; 1Þ in H 1 -list and t ¼ eðg; gÞabc . Besides, for the
success of B , it is required for the correct guess of dx kx
element subset cx from a dx 1 element set cx , the proba1
. Since the simulator B has the knowlbility is Cðdx 1;d
x kx Þ
edge of the challenge predicate T  , he can compute the
number of unsatisfied leaf node polynomials qx ðÞ corresponding to the challenged set of attributes selected by the
adversary A , namely there are the corresponding number
of polynomials whose default sets of attributes are required
for the adversary’s guessing. We denote this number as
jXunsat j. Therefore, B successfully solves the GBDH problem
with the probability:
SuccGBDH
B
Y
x2jXunsat

Cðdx
j

1
1; dx

kx Þ

SuccEFCMA
Sig;A

2l

qv
qH1

qs

:

Theorem 2 (Privacy of Patient’s Identity). Our proposed
PSMPA achieves signer-attribute privacy, namely both the
indirectly authorized physicians and unauthorized persons
cannot correctly distinguish the identities of the patients from
each other.
Proof. In our scheme, without loss of generality, for a
ðkx ; nx Þ threshold attribute based verification with
respect to one specific node x in the access tree T , it is
impossible for the indirectly authorized physicians playing the role of medical consultation or research staff to
distinguish which kx attributes are really used in leaf
node x for verification (i.e., the directly authorized physicians from whom the transcript simulation is delivered).
The reason is that any attribute subset of the size kx can
satisfy the predicate. In this way can the unconditional
signer-attribute privacy of PSMPA be achieved. The
details of the proof are described as follows.
First, the attribute authority runs the setup algorithm
to get the master key y, the public parameters and gives
them to the adversary. Then, the adversary A outputs
0
two attribute set v0 and v1 where v ¼ v0 \ v1 . Let
00

vb ¼ vb [ cx for b 2 f0; 1g. Assume simulator B has generated the private keys skv00 ¼ ðg 0i ; d0i Þ and skv00 ¼ ðg 1i ; d1i Þ
0
1
for v0 and v1 respectively, where g bi ¼ ðg1 H0 ðiÞÞqx ðiÞ and
b
qx ðiÞ
00
for each i 2 vb (b 2 f0; 1g). qx ðÞ is a dx 1 polydi ¼ g
nomial with qx ð0Þ ¼ qparentðxÞ ðindexðxÞÞ and qr ð0Þ ¼ y.
Next, the adversary A outputs a subset with the size of
0
kx -element v ¼ fi1 ; i2 ;    ; ikx g  v , where jv j  dx .
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Upon receiving a specific signature, it asks the simulator
B to verify it with respect to vb using either skv00 or skv00
0
1
and generate the corresponding two transcript simulations for the adversary A . The simulator chooses a ran0
dom bit b 2 f0; 1g, a dx kx element subset cx ¼ fckx þ1 ;
ckx þ2 ; . . . ; cdx g  cx and outputs the verification
.H1 ðm k KDecp eðg1 ; g2 Þhc Þ

KDecp
 
0 Y
Y
0
qx ðiÞD
0 ð0Þþri r
q ð0Þ
i
i;vJ [cx
¼ e g1x
H0 ðiÞ
H0 ðiÞri ri ; gb
vx nvJ

0

i2vJ [cx

 Y

Y 
0

qx ðiÞD
0 ð0Þþri r 
i
i;vJ [cx
e H0 ðiÞb ; g
e H0 ðiÞb ; gri ri
0

0

i2vJ [cx

i2vx nvJ

by running the verification algorithm with the private
keys skv00 . Based on the Lagrange interpolation, it is
b
obviously seen that the signature can be verified by using

can
skv00 or skv00 since the negotiated signature key KSig
0
1
be generated by either private key possessed by each of
the two physicians who has at least kx common attributes
in the intersection of vx and vb ðb 2 f0; 1gÞ. Therefore, we
have proved that the transcript simulation of a specific
signature can be generated by the directly authorized
physicians with either private key of skv00 and skv00 or
0
1
the patient himself, namely our patient self-controllable
authentication scheme (PSMPA) satisfies unconditional
signer-attribute privacy.
u
t

7.2 Performance Analysis
(1) Numerical analysis. We now consider the efficiency of
PSMPA in terms of storage overhead, computational complexity and communication cost.
As to the storage overhead, the size of public parameters in our scheme is linear to the number of attributes in
vx and c0x . The private key consists of two group elements
in G0 for every leaf node in the key’s corresponding access
tree T . That is the number of group elements in private
keys equals to the number of attributes in the union of vD
and a default set of attributes cx . Assuming vx is one of
the public parameters, the signature almost consists of one
group element in G0 corresponding to each attribute in vx
and c0x . Therefore, the communication cost is independent
of the number of attributes in vD possessed by each physician. As to the computational overhead, compared to the
hash functions (e.g., SHA-1) and private key encryption
(e.g., AES), the most resource-consuming operations in
PSMPA are parings and exponentiations which we will
focus on for evaluating the computational complexity. In
the signing procedure, the number of modular exponentiations is almost linear to the number of attributes in the
union of the requiring attribute set vx and a default subset
of attributes c0x . The verification procedure is by far the
hardest to define performance for. In our verification algorithm described in Section 5, the number of parings and
exponentiations might always be linear to the number of
nodes in the access tree. However, it can be reduced to
OðjSR jðn þ d kÞÞ [22] where SR denotes the first kR sets of
the smallest size corresponding to the leaf nodes. To
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TABLE 2
Storage Overhead of PSMPA

TABLE 3
Computational Overhead of PSMPA

Fig. 5. Comparison of communication overhead among DVS, Li’s
scheme and PSMPA towards N.

Fig. 4. Comparison of computational overhead among DVS, Li’s scheme
and PSMPA towards N.

achieve the same security, our construction performs more
efficiently than the traditional designated verifier signature
[21] for all the directly authorized physicians, where the
overheads are linear to the number of directly authorized
physicians. On the other hand, our construction also essentially distinguishes from the combination of a fine-grained
attribute based encryption [22] and a traditional DVS [21]
supporting flexible predicates, since in our construction
the partial verifying key eðg1 ; g2 Þb is utilized for the secret
key for encrypting m. It prevents the patient and the physicians from negotiating another symmetric encryption key
in advance and saves almost half of the computational
complexity, the signature size as well as the communication cost. Assume that n; nD ; d; k represent the size of the
required set of attributes vx , the physician’s attribute set
vD , the default attribute set cx and the flexible threshold
respectively. P and E represent pairing and modular exponentiation operations. The storage and computational overhead of our construction PSMPA are illustrated in Tables 2
and 3 respectively.
(2) Implementation. In our implementation, we choose
MIRACLE Library for simulating cryptographic operations
using Microsoft C/C++ compilers. To achieve a comparable
security of 1,024-bit RSA, According to the standards of Paring-based Crypto Library [24], our test is made on Linux
platform with an Intel Core2 Duo 2.53 GHz CPU, which
takes about 7 and 27 ms to perform a a scalar multiplication
and pairing respectively. Consider a large quantity of pairing operations in our construction, it is reasonable to choose
512-bit SS curve y2 ¼ x3 þ x for simulation. Assume that N
represents the number of directly authorized physicians
and we set n ¼ nD ¼ 10; d ¼ 6; k 2 Z ^ k 2 ½0; 6; N 2 Z ^
N 2 ½0; 500, the efficiency comparisons between DVS [21],
Li’s scheme [30] and our construction are evaluated. Li et al.

Fig. 6. Comparison of storage overhead among DVS, Li’s Scheme and
PSMPA towards N.

Fig. 7. Comparison of computational overhead among DVS, Li’s scheme
and PSMPA towards k.

proposed a patient-centric and fine-grained data access control using ABE to secure personal health records in cloud
computing [30] without privacy-preserving authentication.
For comparison, to achieve the same functions of PSMPA, it
could be considered as the combination of ABE [22] and
DVS [21]. Fig. 4 shows that the computational complexity of
PSMPA remains constant regardless of the number of
directly authorized physicians and nearly half of the combination construction of ABE [22] and DVS [21] supporting
flexible predicate. Fig. 5 illustrates the communication cost
of PSMPA also remains constant, almost half of the combination construction and independent of the number of
attributes d in vD . Fig. 6 shows that though the storage
overhead of PSMPA is slightly more than the combination construction, it is independent of the number of
directly authorized physicians and performs significantly
better than traditional DVS [21], all of whose computational, communication and storage overhead increase linearly to the number of directly authorized physicians.
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[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]
Fig. 8. Comparison of communication overhead among DVS, Li’s
scheme and PSCMA towards k.

Figs. 7 and 8 show that the computational and communication overhead of the combination construction decrease
slightly faster than PSMPA as the threshold k increases,
however, even when k reaches the maximum value
equaling to d, the overheads are still much more than
PSMPA. The comparison between our scheme and the
anonymous authentication based on PKI [6], [7] w.r.t. the
storage, communication and computational overhead
towards N and k is identical to DVS [21], since to realize
the same identity privacy, in all the constructions [6],
[7], [21], a pair of public key and private key would be
assigned to each directly authorized physician and the
number of signature operations is also linear to the number of physicians, independent of the threshold k. The
simulation results show our PSMPA better adapts to the
distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system than
previous schemes, especially for enhancing the energyconstrained mobile device’s (the data sink’s) efficiency.

[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]
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[13]

[14]
[15]

8

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel authorized accessible privacy
model and a patient self-controllable multi-level privacypreserving cooperative authentication scheme realizing
three different levels of security and privacy requirement
in the distributed m-healthcare cloud computing system
are proposed, followed by the formal security proof and
efficiency evaluations which illustrate our PSMPA can
resist various kinds of malicious attacks and far outperforms previous schemes in terms of storage, computational and communication overhead.
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